September 27, 2022

Listing Compliance,
BSE Limited
P. J. Towers,
Dalal Street,
Mumbai – 400 001
(Scrip Code: 526881)

Listing Compliance.,
National Stock Exchange of India Limited
Exchange Plaza,
Bandra Kurla Complex,
Bandra (E), Mumbai – 400 051
(Scrip Code: 63MOONS)

Dear Sir(s),
Sub: 63 moons to provide next-generation technology solution to pan European digital
ecosystem.
Pursuant to applicable regulations of SEBI (Listing Obligations & Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015, we are pleased to inform that 63 moons technologies, a global leader in futuristic
technovation and user-friendly digital financial platforms with price discovery and transaction
efficiencies across industry segments, would back and boost Italy based Spuma SRL, with its nextgeneration technology capabilities and solutions to create a Digital Market ecosystem for revitalised
goods in the pan-Europe multi-million euro(€) project and offering efficient and high value
procurement and exchange proficiencies of revitalised goods. This will be one of the biggest
production PoC(proof of concept) establishing trust and traceability, at par with smartchain
technology.
Spuma SRL will leverage 63moons' expertise on real-time mission critical solutions, using the latest
technology suite. 63moons will be offering SaaS(Software as a Service) model with earnings by way
of share in revenue by transaction charges & services earned by the digital ecosystem which is the
innovative model of 63moons for high-growth IP monetization given similar to Indian exchanges.
63moons will evaluate global giants in cloud computing services like Amazon’s AWS, Microsoft’s
Azure and Google cloud for deploying the technology.
Spuma SRL will be offerings these services initially from Italy, followed by extending to all the
European Union countries (by way of proposed capital participation by the respective government
agencies) and users of the platform (by their respective business community).
63 moons technologies would be offering exclusive perpetual technology licence & support partner
for the production, installation, and maintenance of the software application for the entire project,
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which is essential for a pan European digital infrastructure project of such large scale, while the
remaining operational functions will be carried out by Spuma SRL, a company specialised in
scientific, technical, and commercial development of engineering, industrialisation, strategic, and
marketing use of circular economy.
The coming together of the two companies aims at accelerating business process transformation
leveraging digital procurement platforms for the local and global needs, as part of their commitment
to giving mission-critical technology to disrupt and solve inefficiencies in the ecosystem and
contribute to a greener planet at the same time.
You are requested to kindly take the above information on your records and acknowledge receipt.
Thanking You,
Yours faithfully,
For 63 moons technologies limited
Digitally signed by
HARIRAJ
HARIRAJ SHANKARSINGH
SHANKARSIN CHOUHAN
Date: 2022.09.26 20:08:10
GH CHOUHAN +05'30'

Hariraj Chouhan
Sr. VP & Company Secretary
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